R.E/P.S.H.C.E
New Beginnings
Class Rules
Creating a community
Belonging
Managing Feelings
Agreeing rules
Reflecting on stories in the Bible How
and why does a Christian follow
Jesus?
Fair trade at Harvest
Being thankful
Taking responsibility

Art & DT
Design, making and evaluate a
battery powered torch.
A variety of activities from The
Usborne Complete Book of Art
Ideas (Link with Literacy work
non fiction unit)
Eg colour and pattern; drawing
and reflections in water picture.

DRIVER 1: Exploring Opportunities
(Visits and Visitors)

Visit to Enguiuity at Ironbridge—
Electricity Interactive Show
Open the Book Team
Harvest– service

Maths
Year 4– Mental addition and subtraction within 10,000 using equipment to provide a concrete
example. Multiplication and division focussing on the 6, 7, 8 and 9 times table; word problems.
Year 5-Mental addition and subtraction within 100,000 using equipment to provide a concrete
example. Multiples, multiplication and division, fractions and decimals.
Year 6—Numbers to 10 million, rounding to the nearest 1000; multiplying and dividing by tens,
hundreds or thousands; fractions.
Music
Harvest Songs
Create an perform a graphic score
based on Britten's “Storm”
Identification of instruments within a piece of music.

French
Days of the Week/Months of Year
Greeting and Name

Weather

LEARNING, LISTENING, LIVING

Building different kinds of circuits.
To use a simple circuit to create a
device.
Conductors and insulators.
Design and build a circuit that
matches a design brief.
Impact of various ways of making
electricity on the environment.
Computing
Renewable sources of energy.
Internet safety
Revisiting how to save our work Solar panels—how they work.
in our own folders.
icompute - iAlogirthm.

Power Up
Yellow Class
Year 4,5 and 6
1st Half Autumn Term

English
Story appreciation and Story writing— Fantasy stories
Non fiction—Instructions and Explanations.
Poetry—Investigate the form and language of a poem and make comparisons. To write and perform
poems from the point of view of one of their pets.
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar work.

DRIVER 2: Outdoor Education

Using our school grounds for
Cross Country
Using the school grounds to explore shadows.
Appreciating our school environment.

Science

DRIVER 3: Christian Values

Taking responsibility within
School
Reflecting on stories in the Bible How
and why does a Christian follow Jesus?

Truthfulness

DRIVER 4: Happiness and
Well-being

Managing out feelings
Gaining a sense of belonging
Circle Time opportunities to talk
about our feelings
Creating a happy class
community.

P.E
Cross Country
Developing stamina
Different passes in netball
Attacking and defending skills
Shooting accurately
Good teamwork and
sportsmanship.

DRIVER 5: Our Place in the
World

Harvest in Cressage
Fair trade and importance of
taking responsibility for food
we buy—impact on other parts
of the world

